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1st Security Bank
of Washington

Supports centralized management of more
than 5,000,000 documents.
Workflow automation streamlines
processing of previously paper-based and
manually intensive activities, such as loan
processing.  
Electronic forms expedite decision making
for time-sensitive and critical processes
such as user access management.

Digital transformation catalyst supports
digitization and process automation for improved
efficiency, operational visibility, and audit trails

Headquartered in Mountlake Terrace, Wash., 1st Security
Bank of Washington has been serving customers in the Puget
Sound region since 1936, growing organically and through the
acquisition of other financial institutions. With 21
neighborhood branches, the bank’s strength comes from
relationships built with its customers, small businesses, and
community partners. 1st Security operates lending programs
for home buyers, local contractors, builders, mortgage
companies, and boat dealerships, strengthening the
communities which it serves.

Company Facts
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Location: Mountlake Terrace, WA
Industry: Financial Services
Website: www.fsbwa.com

Centralize document management while
automating workflows for improved
efficiency and operations visibility

Epicor® ECM (DocStar®)
Epicor® ECM Forms
Epicor® ECM PackageWorks

Overview

Challenges

Benefits

Solution

Epicor ECM Streamlines Workflows and
Simplifies User Access Management

Simplifying Document Management, Supporting Automation
1st Security Bank has grown from a small financial institution
to one offering full financial services to the entire Puget
Sound area, tripling in size in the last few years. With that
growth has come an expansion of the number of business
systems its employees use—today these number 330—as well
as the need to digitize and automate processes for business
transformation and improved efficiency.

With the assistance of implementation partner Allied Imaging
Systems, the bank deployed Epicor ECM (DocStar) in 2014 for
the primary purpose of streamlining and centralizing
document management. The system’s ease of use and
intuitive user interface was appealing, as was the solution’s
potential to support a high degree of automation, operational
visibility, and robust audit trails.
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PackageWorks integrates with key business systems
including DNA® from Fiserv, using DataLink to automatically
populate data, and employs workflows that trigger
automated processes.

“The application of PackageWorks was straightforward and
enabled us to support seamless user acceptance and
adoption. PackageWorks provided a digitized version of the
processes our employees were already practicing, but with
greater efficiency,” Bradley said.

One process that has been radically simplified is system
user management and access control. Employees can
require access to hundreds of separate systems with
distinct logins. The challenge was getting new employees
set up with all the right systems and then consistently
removing system access in a timely manner at termination.
Further complicating this challenge was the fact that many
of these systems are administrated by other departments
outside of IT.

Leveraging Forms capabilities and PackageWorks, what had
been a three-hour process has been reduced to 20 minutes.
Now, when a new employee is hired, a form is generated
that lists all the systems typically given to an employee in
that position. The form then splits into a form for each
relevant department—so if IT needs to set up five systems
and compliance needs to set up three, two separate forms
are generated. The process has also greatly simplified user
removals. With a single click, Bradley can notify all relevant
system admins with a form listing what access needs to be
removed, indicating the respective urgency.

“PackageWorks enabled us to support seamless user
acceptance and adoption. It provided a digitized version of the
processes our employees were already practicing, but with
greater efficiency.”

“As soon as the PackageWorks module came out, I
realized this would give us a tremendous opportunity for
improved workflows,” said Richard Bradley, 1st Security
Bank Application Support Specialist.

Today, the bank has more than 5,000,000 documents
scanned and stored in its repository. Additionally, 1st
Security Bank has found extensive business benefits and
utility via the Forms and PackageWorks modules, which
provide robust case management capabilities to
streamline previously paper-laden and manually
intensive processes such as loan documentation while
providing extensive audit trails.

Forms and PackageWorks Streamline Access
Management
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—Richard Bradley, Application Support Specialist
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There have been a few drivers of increased Forms
adoption within the bank: new conditional field features
and the COVID-19 pandemic.

Enhancements now allow users to define dynamic
content to be automatically displayed in a form. “The
conditional field features for Forms were a game-
changer for us,” Bradley said. “Forms automation was
good, but bank employees wanted to see specifics in
certain fields. Now they have that capability.”

When the COVID-19 pandemic forced many to work from
home, the popularity and utility of the Forms module
surged. “Some departments had never fully bought into
automation for their internal department processes. It
was easy enough to print out a document, take it from
person to person, doing everything on paper, and
scanning it in at the end.”

Today, 1st Security Bank’s Epicor ECM system supports
379 separate workflows, 376 Datalinks, 132 different
security classes, and over 200 Forms templates. The bank
will continue to use Epicor ECM to import and centralize
the management of documents of acquired financial
institutions as it continues to grow and continue its
digital transformation journey. 

“I’ve been consistently happy with the product,” Bradley
said. “We keep finding more uses for the technology to
automate processes that were previously done manually.
There’s something that excites me in every upgrade,
something that we can implement and benefit from.”

The contents of this document are for informational purposes only and are subject to change without notice. Epicor Software Corporation makes no guarantee, representations, or warranties with regard to the enclosed
information and specifically disclaims, to the full extent of the law, any applicable implied warranties, such as fitness for a particular purpose, merchantability, satisfactory quality, or reasonable skill and care. This
document and its contents, including the viewpoints, dates, and functional content expressed herein are believed to be accurate as of its date of publication, January 2021. The results represented in this testimonial may
be unique to the particular user as each user’s experience will vary. The usage of any Epicor software shall be pursuant to the applicable master customer agreement, and the performance of any consulting services by
Epicor personnel shall be pursuant to applicable standard services terms and conditions. Usage of the solution(s) described in this document with other Epicor software or third-party products may require the purchase of
licenses for such other products. Epicor, the Epicor logo, and Eclipse are registered trademarks or trademarks of Epicor Software Corporation in the United States, certain other countries and/or the EU. All other trademarks
mentioned are the property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2021 Epicor Software Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Epicor ECM

New Conditional Field Features, Pandemic Increase
Forms Adoption
New Conditional Field Features, Pandemic Increase
Forms Adoption

A Solution to Grow With

Once everyone was working from home, moving paper
documents was no longer possible, prompting bank
managers who hadn’t already made the move to go “all
in” on digitizing processes. One department went from
10 forms to more than 50 within the span of 2 months.

We’re here for the hard-working businesses that keep the world turning. They’re the companies who make, deliver, and sell
the things we all need. They trust Epicor to help them do business better. Their industries are our industries, and we
understand them better than anyone. By working hand-in-hand with our customers, we get to know their business almost as
well as they do. Our innovative solution sets are carefully curated to fit their needs, and built to respond flexibly to their fast-
changing reality. We accelerate every customer’s ambitions, whether to grow and transform, or simply become more
productive and effective. That’s what makes us the essential partners for the world’s most essential businesses.

Contact Us Today: info@epicor.com www.epicor.com
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